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Abstract

The helium cryogenic system at Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) provides cooling to
81 superconducting radio frequency cavities. To support the operation of the
cryogenic facility, a highly reliable control system consisting of software, hardware,
and Human Machine Interface (HMI) has been developed and improved during the
first fifteen years of operation. Integrating the cryogenic control system with other
subsystems of the SNS complex is an important aspect to the success of the
operation. The operating experience, lessons learned and recommendations to
consider for future facilities will be detailed in this paper.
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Introduction
SNS cryogenic system

The design of the SNS cryogenic system is similar to the system deployed at Thomas

Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (TJNAF) with some modifications. The SNS sys-

tem is designed with about 60 % of the refrigeration capacity of the original TJNAF

system [1]. Table 1 details the system specifications. Figure 1 is a simplified diagram of

the system. The major components of the system include a purifier, helium gas storage,

warm compressors, 4.5-K cold box, liquid helium storage, 2-K cold box, linear acceler-

ator (LINAC) distribution system, controls system and additional ancillary systems.

SNS cryogenic control system

The Central Helium Liquefier (CHL) at SNS is a highly automated and highly reliable

machine with an exceptional performance record. The control system was designed in

a modular fashion within the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System

(EPICS) framework which allows it to integrate with the other controls in the SNS ac-

celerator complex. This design EPICS includes a total of 14 Versa Module European

(VME) Input Output Controllers (IOCs) and 23 Allen Bradley ControlLogix™

Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). Each subsystem has its own dedicated pair of

ControlLogix™ PLC and a VME IOC. In this implementation, the lower level controls,

equipment and instrumentation interface, and interlocks are contained in the PLC

while the higher-level controls, Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) loops, diode
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temperature sensor modules and Linear Differential Variable Transformer (LVDT)

modules are handled in the VME IOCs. A block flow diagram of the cryogenic control

system is depicted in Fig. 2.

In addition to the ControlLogix PLCs and VME IOCs, the cryogenic control system

utilizes EPICS “soft” IOCs to implement the cryogenic alarm handler and upper level

control sequences. An EPICS “soft” IOC is a program running on a host machine per-

forming input/output (I/O) operations on devices with no direct hardware connected

to the host machine, as well as executing sequence operations, open or closed loop

controls, and other computations.

Table 1 SNS cryogenic system specifications

Primary Secondary Shield

Supply temperature [K] 4.5 4.5 38

Return temperature [K] 2.1 300 55

Supply pressure [bar] 3 3 4

Return pressure [bar] 0.041 1.05 3

Static load 850W 5 g/s 6070 W

Dynamic load 600W 2.5 g/s –

Capacity 125 g/s 15 g/s 8300 W

Fig. 1 Diagram of the CHL
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The system is equipped with multiple sources of electrical power to maintain

high system reliability, and consequently ensure uninterrupted control system oper-

ation. The primary power source is susceptible to interruptions caused by external

factors; hence the control system devices are setup with a secondary or emergency

power source delivered by an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) with a diesel

generator backup. Maintaining uninterrupted power to the control system through

automatic transfer switches (ATS) is critical to the reliability and availability of the

facility.

For operator interface, SNS has selected the Extensible Display Manager (EDM),

which is maintained at ORNL. A script was created to translate the JLab operator

screens, which were implemented using Motif Editor and Display Manager (MEDM),

into EDM. The SNS color and font standards were applied after the screens were trans-

lated. The screens were updated to reflect the SNS plant hardware design and to in-

corporate improvements suggested by JLab [2]. The initial controls development effort

resulted in control screens for each of the subsystems and several of the individual

pieces of equipment. An example of a control screen is provided in Fig. 3. As time pro-

gressed, additional screens were included for diagnostic purposes. Screens capturing

important trip data or information about equipment health were added to assist with

system troubleshooting. Summary screens were included for the valves and instruments

of each subsystem to aid in the calibration and initial set up of the system. The control

screens closely mimic the Piping and Instrument Diagrams (P&IDs) to support oper-

ator familiarity with both the drawings and control screens. This approach aids with

system operation and troubleshooting.

Fig. 2 Diagram of the Cryogenic Control System
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Integration of cryogenic control system with accelerator controls

The integration of the cryogenics control system with the rest of the accelerator com-

plex is of key importance. Data is provided from the cryogenic control system to the

Radio Frequency (RF) control system to determine whether it is acceptable to apply RF

power to the superconducting cavities. Additionally, the cryogenic control system is

used to control the liquid level, pressure, temperature, and amount of electric heat in

the cryomodules. It performs these functions in normal operating conditions and in

transitional phases of operation. Several control sequences are in place to integrate

these functions.

The cryogenic control system resides on its own network and is separate from the ac-

celerator network. The cryogenics plant is equipped with its own control room and is

controlled from a location separate from the rest of the accelerator. In the off shifts

when the cryogenic system is unmanned, the control system is equipped with an auto-

dialer that calls the staff in the event of an alarm. The accelerator central control room

(CCR) has read access to the cryogenic system, monitoring operation in the cryogenic

facility during off shifts. This provides redundancy to the auto-dialer. Over time, desir-

able control functions were identified as important for the CCR operators to perform,

avoiding excess call-ins for the cryogenic staff. To enable control, the chief operator in

the CCR can log in to the cryogenic network where the EPICS access security configur-

ation has been set to provide the chief operator with limited amount of write access to

the cryogenic controls. The chief operator can make select modifications such as an ad-

justment to the electric heat in the cryomodules to stabilize pressure.

Fig. 3 Main Compressor Overview Control Screen
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An added challenge to integrating the controls of the cryogenics system is interfacing

with the multiple vendors and contributors to the design and fabrication of the system.

Most large-scale cryogenics systems are built by multiple vendors and institutes. For the

SNS cryogenic system, TJNAF, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Linde, Air Liquide, S2M,

PHPK, and several other vendors were involved. SNS partnered with TJNAF personnel to

lead the controls effort. However, several of these vendors provided PLC code for the op-

eration of their component. A functional description was developed to guide the staff in

coalescing these different code components into one cohesive functional control system.

Control system standards

Implementation and enforcement of standards in several areas, including software,

hardware, screen design, device naming, and signal naming were recognized as early

linchpins of the integration approach for the SNS controls system implementation. To

ensure uniformity across all developed software, the SNS project negotiated project-

wide licensing agreements. The most important aspect of control system

standardization was the uniform use of the EPICS framework for all subsystem con-

trols. EPICS provides tools for developing and executing control algorithms, a common

communication protocol, Channel Access, and a set of configurable tools for graphical

user interfaces (GUI). Contrary to tradition even in other EPICS laboratories, this in-

cludes both the conventional facilities and the target control systems, where integration

was deemed important from the outset. Training was required for both commercial

firms and partner laboratories not familiar with EPICS. The GUI tools available in

EPICS include the EDM, developed for EPICS at the Oak Ridge Holifield facility and

further enhanced in collaboration with the SNS controls group. EDM was chosen for

easier maintenance and extensibility than competing EPICS display managers, and tools

were developed to translate screens developed in two of these: MEDM and DM2K

(European version of MEDM). Working with the operations team, SNS standardized

layouts and color schemes used for operator screens. EDM facilitates consistent use of

color rules by allowing selectable pre-defined configurations for similar types of

screens. Linux was chosen as the operating system for control system development, as

well as operator console, file management and high-level server applications [3].

SNS facilitated the use of hardware standards by establishing Basic Ordering Agree-

ments (BOAs), which allowed all partners, subcontractors, and vendors to purchase se-

lected standards at project-negotiated prices. The SNS control system makes far greater

use of commercial PLCs than was traditional in EPICS-based systems. PLCs were used

for subsystems that must be kept operating whether the rest of the control system is

needed. SNS selected the Allen-Bradley ControlLogix™ family of PLCs for these applica-

tions. SNS originally standardized on the Motorola 2100 Power PC series of processors

for its distributed IOCs, however, some limitations of this model have led to many

IOCs being upgraded to Motorola 5500 s after some years of operational experience.

An adapter card allows the same processor to be used for both VME and VME eXten-

sion for Instrumentation (VXI) applications. BOAs were established for VME and VXI

crates: Dawn for 7 slot VME crates; Wiener for 21 slot crates and Racal for VXI. A

BOA was completed for standard, 19″ equipment racks. These were configured as re-

quired with doors, side-panels and/or other accessories.
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One of the first and most important standards agreed by the partner laboratories was

for signal and device naming. Despite having established the standard, the application

of the naming convention broke down during the development of the control system

with multiple partners. The standardized names using several different interpretations

of the original standards document appeared on drawings, screens, in documents, and

prototypical databases. It was also unfortunate that special characters defined in the

naming standards could not be accepted by other commercial software products subse-

quently utilized for non-controls applications.

Results
Reliability

The SNS cryogenic system has been 99.7% reliable over the last ten years operating, on

average, 5000 h per year. This equates to approximately 14 h of down time per year.

That means each subcomponent of the system must greatly exceed 99.7% reliability to

ensure the continued operating record of excellence. Figure 4 depicts the reliability data

of the cryogenic system. The down time is calculated from the time the beam goes off

to the time the beam returns. The most important aspects of recovery are response

time, diagnostics and evaluation, and the implementation of the repair. When possible,

these issues are corrected on scheduled maintenance days or during maintenance out-

ages to avoid operational risk.

The down time experienced by the cryogenic system over the last ten years of oper-

ation can be classified into six categories: sinus filter, output module, capacitor, PLC

fault, heater power supply, and JT valve motor (Fig. 5). Of these six categories, the

down time caused by the sinus filter was by far the biggest contributor, responsible for

Fig. 4 Reliability data of the SNS Cryogenic system for last ten years of operation
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over 50% of the total down time for the cryogenic system. Although this sounds like a

large number, there were only four down time events in the last ten years. The SNS 2-

K cold box is equipped with four cold compressors, each powered by a Variable

Frequency Drive (VFD). Each VFD is equipped with a sinus filter, LC filter containing

multiple inductors and capacitors. The wiring of the sinus filter in VFD3 was incorrect

from the first installation of the VFD cabinet. Despite having this issue, the system op-

erated reliably for approximately ten years. At that point, the wiring within the sinus fil-

ter burned and an inductor failed in the filter. It was realized at that point that it had

been the cause of a significant portion of historical downtime. Previously, the VFD had

been suspected and had been changed multiple times. After replacing the sinus filter,

the system has been more stable, making it easier to execute the 2-K pump down

sequence.

The next largest category is output module failures. Each PLC within the control sys-

tem is equipped with multiple input and output modules. The input modules detect

the status of input signals such as temperature, pressure, and flow sensors whereas out-

put modules control devices such as valves, relays, and heaters. There were only two

output module failures during the last ten years, however, any failure resulting in a 2-K

cold box trip usually causes at least 8 hours of down time. Therefore, it is imperative

that the control system has very high reliability. One of these failures occurred on the

output module for VFD for one of the cold compressors and the other was related to

the helium Dewar. Both resulted in tripping the 2-K cold box.

A single capacitor failure on the power supply card in a magnetic bearing cabinet is

the next most significant cause of down time in the CHL. Each of the four cold com-

pressors within the 2-K cold box have a magnetic bearing that levitates the cold com-

pressor wheel during operation. If the magnetic bearing fails, the cold compressor is

equipped with back-up ball bearings. When the magnetic bearing fails and the cold

compressor lands on the back-up bearings while spinning, this is referred to as a “hard

landing”. The cold compressors are designed to withstand a small number of hard

Fig. 5 Downtime distribution of the SNS cryogenic system for last ten years of operation
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landings. In this event, the capacitor failed on one of the three phases of power. As a

result, it was inconclusive as to whether the system transferred from line power to

back-up battery power. In a similar installation at another institute, hard landings

have resulted in the failure of a cold compressor. When this issue occurred, the

emphasis was placed on the health of the system rather than minimizing down

time. A “wobble” test was performed to evaluate the health of the back-up bearing.

For this test, a power supply is used to tilt the cold compressor and measure the

voltage readings to determine the air gap measurement between the shaft of the

cold compressor and bearing. These values were compared to the original values

measured several years earlier. It was determined from that measurement that the

system was healthy enough to restart.

The PLC that controls the 4-K cold box had a major fault that resulted in a complete

memory loss. The PLC was able to be restarted and reloaded with the program to get

the system restarted. However, the root cause of the failure was not identified. In re-

sponse to not identifying the problem, a spare PLC was loaded with the latest version

of the code and a swap of the existing PLC was performed. This resulted in approxi-

mately two shifts of downtime. Identifying the latest revision of the code and having it

easily accessible is an important consideration to minimizing downtime in a situation

such as this.

Two additional smaller contributors of down time are displayed in Fig. 5. They both

represent single events. The first of which was a motor failure on a Joule-Thomson

(JT) valve on a cryomodule and the other was a heater power supply that failed. The

motor failure was quick to repair but required the beam to be shut off to allow access

to the LINAC tunnel. The power supply failure fortunately coincided with a period

when SNS was not producing neutrons. This coincidence allowed recovery to be done

during non-production time which resulted in minimal interruption (i.e. approximately

a half hour) to neutron production.

Additional issues experienced not affecting reliability

The most important aspect of preventing down time is the awareness of the operations

personnel. There are many activities that help make a system more reliable such as pre-

ventative maintenance plans, calibration programs, and system alarms. However, they

cannot replace the people that walk through the plant every day, looking, listening, and

smelling the operation. In 2019, an abnormal noise was heard on the main warm he-

lium gas valve to the 4-K cold box. This valve is located outside of the CHL building.

Because the control system was not instrumented to read this valve, the control screen

indicated only the last commanded position which was 100% open. When the operator

got a closer look to see why the abnormal noise was being caused, it was noticed that

the valve was almost closed. If the valve had closed, the cold box would have tripped

resulting in eight to ten hours of down time. The operations and maintenance crew for-

mulated a plan to remove the pneumatic actuator while holding the valve open with a

mechanical mechanism. After the pneumatic actuator was removed, a manual actuator

was installed, holding the valve in its current position. When the manual actuator was

installed, the valve was slowly opened to restore it to 100% open. Upon inspection of
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the valve actuator, it was determined that the seals of the positioner had failed, and it

had filled with water.

Also in 2019, an abnormal noise was detected coming from one of the turbines in the

4-K cold box. The inlet valve to the turbine is controlled from the operator screens but

once again, the displayed valve position did not represent the actual valve position since

the valve is not equipped with instrumentation for read back. For valves with no read

back, the valve position command output is used to indicate its position on the oper-

ator screens. When observing the valve in the field, it was found that the valve was os-

cillating from full open to almost closed. This is a major concern because it can cause

turbine damage. Investigation determined there had been a failure in a pneumatic con-

trol module in the valve actuator on the turbine inlet valve. The control module was re-

placed. Over the next several months, multiple failures occurred with pneumatic

control modules in the 4-K cold box valves leading to the conclusion the part was at

end of life after approximately 15 years of service. During the next two maintenance

outages, all thirty of the control modules were replaced and an adequate supply of

spares is now maintained in inventory.

Another issue that arose in the 4-K cold box was a glitch in the reading of the speed

sensor of a turbine [4]. In this case, the speed sensors were outputting a very low volt-

age signal to a tachometer causing the turbines to trip due to a loss of speed signal. An

oscilloscope was installed to read both the output of the speed sensor and the output

of the tachometer. It was discovered that intermittently, the tachometer output signal

would drop to zero. Figure 6 shows a screen shot of the oscilloscope reading at the out-

put of the tachometer. Initially in this reading, the output is zero before it begins to

read again. To rectify this, the speed sensor was positioned closer to the target on the

turbine, which resulted in the voltage signal increasing and filters were added in the

PLC logic to minimize impact of a temporary signal glitch. For future installations, dual

speed sensors should be considered [4].

Another issue that surfaced over the years of operations was related to the network

routers. It was originally intended that the cryogenics network would have redundant

network routers. Because two routers were installed, it was assumed that they were

Fig. 6 Screenshot of speed sensor tachometer output
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fully redundant. During a power outage affecting one of the routers, it was clear that

the switches were not fully redundant, resulting in losing control and monitoring of

certain aspects of the cryogenic system. The old routers, which were approximately ten

years old, were upgraded to a new model capable of supporting redundancy, dual

power supplies and automatic failover capability. The old models did not support re-

dundancy as originally thought. The cryogenic control system has two core switches

that were upgraded to Cisco Catalyst 3850 switches. As shown in Fig. 7, the two

switches were configured to use the Multiple Hot Standby Router Protocol (MHSRP)

to provide routing redundancy. Each router is in its own HSRP group supporting re-

dundancy for internet traffic. Router A is the active router for group 1 and serves as

the standby router for group 2. Router B is the active router for group 2 and serves as

the standby router for group 1. When both routers are available, they share the IP traf-

fic load. Should either router fail, the operational router becomes the active router of

the group serviced by the failed router. If the failed router returns to operational avail-

ability, preemption restores load sharing between both routers [5].

In the early part of 2019, the cavity heaters from cryomodules 5 through 9 tripped

multiple times. Since the electric heat in the helium vessels controls the operating pres-

sure of the LINAC, disruption of the heat can cause problems. Depending on the

amount of heat lost or gained, pressure and flow abnormalities can have a negative ef-

fect on the operation of the 2-K cold box. Further inspection and observation of the

AC power distribution revealed that the isobar power strips that supply AC power to

the PLC and power supplies indicated a faint ‘Fault’ light. Since the isobar is also a

common component of the earlier trips, the isobar power strip was replaced. After the

power strip was replaced, the new one also indicated a Fault. The AC phases were

checked as well as the ground. Since the isobars were fed from the ATS, it was deter-

mined that the ATS may be the cause of the problem. The old ATS was replaced with

a newer model and the isobars ‘Fault’ light went away. Analysis performed on the

Fig. 7 MHSRP load sharing
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removed ATS indicated that 6 V was present from neutral to ground. Since the prob-

lem has not resurfaced, the old versions of transfer switches were replaced with the

newer models as a preventative measure [6].

Discussion
FMEA

One of the most important lessons learned for the SNS cryogenic control system

was the need for a structured way of determining how to prioritize work and bring

the proper attention to necessary work, securing the funding and resources to per-

form the work. A Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) was performed for

the entire cryogenic system in 2009. To perform such an analysis, evaluation matri-

ces are created to evaluate and score certain events in terms of probability, sever-

ity, and detection. These three numbers are multiplied to give a risk priority

number (RPN). Presumably, the higher RPNs should be prioritized over the lower

RPNs. However, no system is perfect and there are times when the judgment of

the people conducting the work takes precedence over the actual FMEA result.

The FMEA does yield a product that defines weaknesses in the process, ranked

items in need of focus, and an opportunity for a team to focus on a process, along

with a driving force to produce action [4].

During the process of conducting the FMEA, it was clear that the probability

evaluation matrix for the equipment was not applicable for controls. As a result,

new tables were generated for controls hardware and software and the analysis was

performed. For this analysis, firmware was considered software. This effort resulted

in a driving force that produced funding to update PLCs and IOCs operating with

firmware that had known defects. Ultimately, this effort improved the long-term

reliability of the SNS cryogenic system. See Table 2 for the FMEA controls prob-

ability evaluation matrix.

Calibration

The calibration effort conducted during the initial installation of the system was invalu-

able. The data sheets were used multiple times during start up and commissioning to

verify proper system operation. Not only were they consulted in the early phases of

Table 2 FMEA probability evaluation matrix for controls.

Ranking the Probability for Software Controls Rank

Known bug likely to occur in one month. 10

Know bug likely to occur in 3–6 months. 7

Known bug likely to occur in 1–3 years. 4

Processor/module has SNS controls standardized version of software. 1

Ranking the Probability for Hardware Controls Rank

Known hardware defect. 10

Mean time to failure in 3–6 months. 7

Mean time to failure to in 1–3 years. 4

Processor/module has SNS controls standardized version of hardware in manufacturer’s intended
environment.

1
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operation, years later they are utilized to quickly determine ranges of measurement and

compare current performance to the original calibration. Some difficulties were ob-

served in conducting the calibrations. Stainless steel devices installed in stainless steel

wells tended to gall and a cheater bar was required to remove these instruments. Some

instruments were not designed to be calibrated with the system operating and required

a plant shutdown to be maintained. Because the SNS cryogenic system has not had a

sustained shutdown in the last fifteen years, many of these instruments are not cali-

brated routinely. As an alternative to routine calibrations, comparison screens were cre-

ated to compare instruments that read similar values [7]. For example, all pressure

transmitters that indicate low header pressure are put on one screen. This can be seen

in Fig. 8. If one value is substantially different from the others, calibration can be priori-

tized, or control loops can be configured to a different transmitter.

Understanding cryogenic system operating requirements

In the design and implementation of a cryogenic control system, it is important to

understand the cryogenic system operating requirements. Using a modular PLC/IOC

system for each subsystem has simplified troubleshooting and is a good practice that

can be utilized in future installations. Consideration needs to be given as to whether

the system is to operate continuously for years or if the system will have routine shut-

down periods. Including test, calibration, and validation points and signals will facilitate

maintenance, and troubleshooting.

Fig. 8 Comparison control screen
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Having the control system monitor its own health is another key aspect of the design

of a highly reliable and available system. It was through this monitoring that a problem

was detected with the SNS purifier temperature read backs. The system was displaying

values that looked reasonable however, the readings were holding their last value rather

than reading accurately real time information. The system was used to detect a lack of

variability in the readings and determined there was a problem. As a result, the prob-

lem was corrected, and real time readings resumed. In monitoring the system health,

communication errors, module status and signal status should be evaluated and the ap-

propriate action to take upon detection of the error should be defined. Operators must

then be alerted of these off normal conditions through alarms. These characteristics of

the SNS cryogenic control system have been essential.

Loss of communication and alarming

Communication between IOCs and PLCs is essential to the operation of the control

system. In practice, there will be losses of communication. It is important to prepare

for this event ahead of time in the design and commissioning phases of the system de-

velopment. All the PLCs and IOCs must take the proper action in the event of a loss of

communication. For example, if the signal from a sensor is not valid, the PLC must

perform predetermined actions to mitigate this situation. If communication is lost from

a particular PLC, the IOC should perform predetermined actions to mitigate that situ-

ation. These events and the corresponding actions to take can be evaluated during the

FMEA process.

The auto-dialer has been a crucial piece of equipment for the SNS cryogenic control

system. Since determining an automated response to every event is impossible, human

intervention is a necessity in a cryogenic system. Selecting the correct alarms and

values of those alarms is a very important aspect of a high reliability system. At SNS

when an alarm occurs during unstaffed periods, the auto-dialer calls a Subject Matter

Expert (SME). Three people are always on call to respond to such alarms. Notifying the

proper people at the time of alarm provides the best chance of responding to a situ-

ation while minimizing down time.

Control screens

The display of information on a control screen can have an impact on troubleshooting.

For example when displaying a valve on a control screen, multiple indicators can be

displayed such as the fail state, percent open, type of value (read back or a command),

the raw value of the signal it is controlling, the converted value it is controlling, and

whether the valve is in automatic or manual mode. Having command values displayed

without annotating the type of value has caused confusion in the operation leading op-

erations staff to interpret a commanded position as a read back position. This can be

improved by carefully displaying the information on the control screens.

It can be difficult to detect the cause of a trip for a piece of complex equipment with-

out a trip capture program. Screens have been developed for the SNS cryogenic control

system to capture the cause of a trip of components. The screens aid in the trouble-

shooting of the system to assist in minimizing down time. Considerations in developing

these screens should be given to ensuring the screens are easily understood.
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Standardizing the nomenclature and color scheme of the displays will make the infor-

mation more easily comprehendible. For example, a numerical zero can equal an “OK”

condition and be displayed as green, while a numerical one can equal a “bad” condition

and be displayed as red. The date and time of the condition should be readily displayed

to assist the operator in troubleshooting. An example of one of the screens developed

for this purpose is depicted in Fig. 9.

Redundancy

Redundancy is a critical component of any control system with multiple lessons learned

having been experienced on this topic. Some critical instruments were installed with

spares and some were not. It is important to review the system design to ensure spares

are installed in the proper locations. Particular attention should be paid to instruments

installed in high radiation environments. The temperature diode and pressure transmit-

ter life expectancy are greatly reduced in the SNS LINAC tunnel. As a result, the con-

trol pressure transmitter for the 2 K cold box has been changed to a transmitter in the

CHL just upstream of the 2-K cold box.

The network components require redundancy as part of the design to ensure con-

tinuous operation of the system. In the SNS system, redundancy is provided in the core

and aggregate switches as described in section 2.2 of this paper. Redundant links are

provided from these switches to the edge switches. Each spare edge switch is installed

adjacent to the operating switch. If an edge switch failure occurs, the patch cable can

quickly be moved physically from the failed switch to the installed spare.

Redundancy in power supply is provided to the SNS cryogenic control system. Line

power is provided to the control equipment through an ATS. If power is lost, the ATS

switches power to a UPS which is backed up by a diesel generator that automatically

starts when power is lost. The control system remains powered even in sustained power

outages, which has been an important aspect of maintaining high system availability.

Fig. 9 Trip capture screen for warm compressors
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Additional candidates for redundancy are the PLCs and communication to the Input/

Output chassis. Maintaining a hot spare of critical PLCs would allow system updates

during the operation of the equipment. This was not included in the SNS cryogenic

control system. With redundancy in the communication path to the input/output chas-

sis, the system can continue to run until a maintenance day when the problem can be

addressed without effecting beam production.

Future considerations
Electrical design considerations

There has been an emphasis on electrical safety in national laboratories in the United

States over the last several years. It is recommended to look for ways to incorporate

electrical safety into the cryogenic controls system design. First, use Nationally Recog-

nized Testing Laboratory (NRTL) equipment or equivalent if it is available. Utilizing

equipment from a company that has been through a third-party testing and certifica-

tion for product safety reduces the chances of unforeseen issues. Additionally, using

low voltage sensors and power supplies makes maintenance iterations more inherently

safe. It is recommended to select instrumentation with 24 VDC signal and heater power

supplies and actuators under 50 VDC if possible.

Many issues and equipment failures over the years of operation could be attributed

to loose wires. Spring terminals are easy to over or under torque resulting in intermit-

tent connections which are typically very difficult to identify and resolve. As a result of

this experience, many of the connections at SNS were changed to spring clamp termi-

nals. These have been very reliable and consistent with almost no intermittent

connections.

Ethernet

It is also recommended that Ethernet be used on for communication across PLC de-

vices where possible. Issues have occurred at SNS using both DeviceNet and Control-

Net for PLC communication which has complicated operations and maintenance.

Using Ethernet facilitates adding new control system equipment to the system. As con-

trol systems further develop, it is preferred to push more control to the PLC and have

more robust communication. Ethernet can support this development. A recent control

system architecture installed for the FRIB cryogenic system has utilized Ethernet while

making redundant communication paths [8]. Continuing with this strategy is

encouraged.

Standardization

The successful implementation of a cryogenic control system is greatly enhanced with

a proper standardization plan. This plan should include hardware, software, and nam-

ing conventions. It is suggested that a facility select a PLC vendor and stick with it even

if the standard is overkill for a function. Having standard programming and available

spare parts is valuable and has been useful at SNS. As part of this effort, it is recom-

mended that standard I/O modules for each type of signal including analog input,

analog output, binary input, and binary output. Similarly, there are many good instru-

mentation companies and if standards are not applied, a facility can be overwhelmed
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with many different instrument vendors. It is recommended that a facility standardize

on two or three companies.

Software is much more complicated to standardize. However, a detailed specification

requiring functional description documents and a guide for commenting code can save

time and money in the long-term operation and maintenance of the facility. The

standardization of the code is facilitated by using standard hardware. However, it is rec-

ommended in a distributed development model that the facility controls team preside

over all other control efforts to integrate the entire effort.

Naming conventions should be developed and communicated to the entire collabor-

ation and managed by the facility controls team. At SNS, this proved to be difficult and

there is variability in naming convention from some of the vendors versus the partner

laboratories. This can add difficulty in troubleshooting the system and maintaining con-

sistent documentation.

Conclusion
Maintaining the reliability of a cryogenic control system requires continuous long-term

effort. Much has been learned about the system at SNS in the last fifteen years of oper-

ation. The system has proven to be robust and reliable but there are opportunities for

improvement. The primary components of maintaining the control system reliability at

SNS are a preventative maintenance program, a FMEA, and incorporating lessons

learned to continuously improve the system. As part of preventative maintenance, con-

sideration should be given to periodically updating control system hardware, firmware

and software to correct bugs and to prevent systems from becoming unsustainable due

to obsolescence. This is a challenge when the upgrades require the plant to be warmed

up or shut down as these opportunities are rare. When calibrations and maintenance

are not possible, alternative comparisons can be utilized to determine accuracy of sig-

nals. An FMEA was completed to help prioritize efforts and provide a driving force for

required funding and resource allocation. An environment of continuous improvement

has been encouraged as lessons learned have continued to be applied to the system.

For future installations, consideration should be given to the lessons that have been

learned at the SNS cryogenic control system. Consider all modes of operation when de-

veloping the control system. This will facilitate maintenance and calibration iterations.

Redundancy and standardization are key characteristics of a control system and should

be integrated into the design. Careful consideration should be given to electrical safety,

communication reliability and driving more control down to the PLC level in future

installations.
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